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Around 100,000 trade visitors will be guests at EuroShop 2014 (16.02.-20.02.) in Düsseldorf. Many of them
will use the opportunity to examine interesting retail concepts in practice before or after their visit to the fair. Düsseldorf and Cologne are exactly the right places to do
this. Retail diversity distinguishes the two metropolises
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EuroShop definitely worthwhile. Join us on an inspection tour!
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Between mainstream
and luxury
Offering 800,000 sqm of sales space in
total and with numerous brand and
flagship stores, Düsseldorf is a true retail
hotspot – the ideal place for “Euroshoppers”. Probably the best-known shopping
mile is Königsallee with its famous luxury
brands. It forms the heart of the city centre.
Adjoining it, with its large proportion of
familiar chain stores, department stores and
fashion houses, Schadowstraße is much more
consumer-oriented. Following the completion
of the new shopping mall Kö-Bogen with its
principal anchor store, Breuninger, footfall in the
future car-free Schadowstraße is set to rise further. Flingerstraße attracts primarily the major
young fashion retailers, as well as other formats aimed at a younger target group.
The construction of the Kö-Bogen at the
northern end of Königsallee gave Düsseldorf
city hall the opportunity of linking Königsallee to the Hofgarten, restoring the layout
of the city as it was in the nineteenth century. The building project will “extend” Königsallee with the addition of further brand stores
and restaurants.

Kö-Bogen Düsseldorf

Illustration: die developer/Cadman
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Name

Outlet type

Address

1

Kö-Bogen

Shopping centre

Königsallee 2
40212 Düsseldorf
www.koebogen.info

2

Shadow-Arcaden

Shopping centre

Shadowstraße 11
40212 Düsseldorf
www.schadow-arkaden.de

3

Galeria Kaufhof
an der Kö

Department store

Königsallee 1-9
40212 Düsseldorf
www.galeria-kaufhof.de

4

Karstadt

Department store

Schadowstraße 93
40212 Düsseldorf
www.karstadt.de

5

Carsch-Haus

Department store

Heinrich-Heine-Platz 1
40213 Düsseldorf
www.carsch-haus.de

6

Franzen

Specialist shop for
tableware, decoration,
home furnishings

Königsallee 42
40212 Düsseldorf
www.franzen.de

7

C&A

Department-type
fashion store

Shadowstraße 77
40212 Düsseldorf
www.cunda.de

8

Douglas

Perfumery

Königsallee 46
40212 Düsseldorf
www.douglas.de

9

Sevens

Shopping mall

Königsallee 56
40212 Düsseldorf
www.sevens.de

10

Prange

Shoe store

Königsallee 48
40212 Düsseldorf
www.paulprange.de

11

Stilwerk

Home and living
theme centre

Grünstraße 14
40212 Düsseldorf
www.stilwerk.de

12

Sarar

Fashion retailer

Königsallee 82-84
40212 Düsseldorf
www.sararshop.de
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1

Kö-Bogen

The feather in

The new Kö-Bogen architectural complex by Daniel Libeskind, which opened in
November 2013 in an exclusive location of
the city, has already developed into a new
emblem of shopping metropolis Düsseldorf.
At the heart of Kö-Bogen with its iconic
architecture, one tenant is fashion company Breuninger.

2

Schadow-Arcaden

Tenant mix of high

An upscale ambience and a very good combination of shops and stores that cater to
many different interests distinguish the Schadow-Arcaden, located between Königsallee
and Schadowstraße. Tenants include the furniture chain Habitat, a Düsseldorf outlet of
cult Japanese restaurant Maruyasu, and men‘s
outfitter Anson‘s.

3

Galerie Kaufhof

An object of prestige

Since October 2013, the historic Kaufhof building with its sandstone façade has gained new
lustre. In the wake of the Kö-Bogen project,
this tradition-steeped department store building has also been freshened up to keep it
up to par with the new shopping destination.
Besides its cosmetic makeover, the store has also
expanded certain product ranges.

4

Karstadt

Tell me a story

In September 2013 Karstadt launched 50 new
international and German brands in its fashion department. The new brands are from
the USA, UK, Scandinavia, France, Italy, the
Netherlands and Germany. Many of them,
such as Topshop, are exclusive to Karstadt.
The new store design places great value on
“telling a story”.

5

Carsch-Haus

Premium class

The premium department store is a subsidiary of Galeria Kaufhof. The faithfully restored
neoclassicist sandstone façade immediately
catches the viewer‘s eye. Inside, on four floors
selected articles from the classic department
store product range are displayed in a stylish
and sophisticated way. Gourmets find an outstanding selection in the basement.

6

Franzen

Refined tableware

Franzen is the number one name for refined
tableware and sells all the famous brands
of porcelain, glass and silverware. Its range
also includes watches and jewellery, writing
utensils and stationery. A few years ago, the
tradition-steeped store had a gallery and a
glass dome added to it, as a result of which
the interior is flooded with light.

9
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7

C&A

Re-imagine C&A

Since the end of September 2013, this has
been the slogan of the C&A store on Schadowstraße 77: following an extensive makeover,
C&A in Düsseldorf showcased its first German
flagship store with a whole new look. On the
outside, the remodelled store displays an upgraded façade with an eight-metre high LED
logo and extensive window displays.

8

Douglas

Luxury concept

Douglas operates a luxury fragrance store
on Königsallee. Oak-panelled furniture and
shag-pile carpets set the scene, further highlights including a fragrance bar and a nail
varnish bar. A colour scheme distinguishes
the various theme worlds. The concept is
aimed at a discriminating customer base
with plenty of purchasing power.

10

Prange

Walls in buffalo leather

Shoe store Prange on Düsseldorf’s Königsallee has undergone a complete remodelling.
The deep sales area is divided up visually
into separate zones, each with a different design. The elements they all have in common
and which denote quality are several metrewide strips of buffalo leather in iridescent
grey across the wall and ceiling.

11

Stilwerk

Tasteful furnishing

Stilwerk is a 17,000 sqm, all-encompassing
interior design “theme centre” with some
45 specialist stores. On the outside, the
building has an ethereal, transparent glass
façade. Inside, five elegantly elliptical sales
floors with galleries are grouped around a
glass-roofed atrium. The brands presented
are the who’s who of interior design.
Photo: Stefan Malzkorn

9

Sevens

Home of Saturn

With more than five floors, Saturn occupies
most of the shopping mall all on its own. However, since the renovation work was completed, Sevens has also been able to boast tenants such as Emporio Armani or Philipp Plein.
The short cut linking the Kö-Galerie and Sevens shopping malls together offers visitors yet
more opportunity to shop till they drop.

12

Sarar

The red carpet feeling

Chic and slick describes the new Sarar store
which opened on Königsallee in early 2013.
Stylish design aside, the Sarar Café is the
principal eye-catcher of this Turkish women’s
and menswear retailer. The spacious sales
area offers plenty of room for skilful staging
of the current season’s collections. The store
design offers visitors a shopping experience.

11
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Outlet type

Address

1

Jades

Concept-Store

Heinrich-Heine-Allee 53
40213 Düsseldorf
www.jades24.com

2

Tiger of Sweden

Fashion retailer

Breite Straße 3-5
40213 Düsseldorf
www.tigerofsweden.com

3

C. Wirschke

Fashion retailer

Steinstraße 2
40212 Düsseldorf
www.wirschke.com

4

Fashion Clinic

Womenswear
retailer

Grünstraße 5
40212 Düsseldorf
www.fashion-clinic.de

5

Chrystall

Concept-Store

Fürstenplatz 5
40215 Düsseldorf
www.chrystall.com

6

Teilmöbliert

Furniture shop

Lorettostr. 9
40219 Düsseldorf
www.teilmöbliert.com

7

SOSR

Custom tailoring

Erkrather Straße 228
40233 Düsseldorf
www.sosr.de

8

Haberland Art.
Antiques

Antique shop

Parkstraße 37
40477 Düsseldorf
www.haberland-antiques.de

9

SchmuckGut

Jewellery

Nordstraße 86
40477 Düsseldorf
www.schmuckgut.de

10

Filz – Barbara Kessler

Boutique

Collenbachstraße 31
40476 Düsseldorf

11

Mandalay

Fashion retailer

Collenbachstraße 39
40476 Düsseldorf
www.mandalay-shop.com

12

Frau & Fräulein

Shoe store

Kölner Tor 30
40625 Düsseldorf
www.frau-und-fraeulein.de

Dreischeibenhaus

Dreischeibenhaus

9

Name

5
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1

Jades

Glamorous

Jades is a synonym for glamour: from its rocking paste-and-plush decorations to its range
of collections, the concept store has been
offering shopping enjoyment for over thirteen
years. Jades consists of two stores opposite
each other. They offer an extensive selection
of “in” international fashion labels and feature
very elaborate window dressing.

2

Tiger of Sweden

Feline groovy

This concept store in Düsseldorf’s city centre
sells all segments of this Swedish label’s collection on 280 sqm of floor space. That means
that you will also find the younger jeans collection as well as accessories. The store interior has a cool, laid-back feel, while the classic
furniture set in a modern environment lends
the place a special je ne sais quoi.

3

C. Wirschke

A long tradition

Etro, Fay, Malo, Hacket London, Lorenzini, Moncler, Unützer, Odeeh or Herno – C. Wirschke has them all. The store made its name
first and foremost as the first fashion house
in Germany to sell labels such as Pucci and
Chanel. The store’s clear-cut alignment and its
focus on expert advice have made C. Wirschke
one of Düsseldorf’s top shopping addresses.

4

Fashion Clinic

Reliable remedies

Fashion Clinic is one of the most innovative
fashion retailers in Düsseldorf. Senior displayer Frank Schaumlöffel skilfully arranges exclusive women‘s fashions again and again. This
includes the use of avant-gardist mannequins
or artistically decorated store windows. Here
one finds labels like Hussein Chalayan, Vivienne Westwood or Victor & Rolf.

5

Chrystall

Crowning glory on

2013, Fürstenplatz gained a new jewel: the
350 sqm Chrystall concept store offers food,
fashion, lifestyle accessories and vintage furniture. The woman who gave her name to
the store, Simone Chrystall, stocks labels
such as Drykorn, Moma, Tigha and Love Nail
Tree. The four-metre-high ceilings lend the
store a cathedral-like atmosphere.

6

Teilmöbliert

Part of a whole

The concept of interior design store Teilmöbiliert, which translates as “part-furnished”,
is reflected in its name: it is a compilation of
objects by independent designers of different
design orientations, all of whom contribute a
part of the whole to make a well-designed
interior. The interior of the store has a pristine look and is decorated entirely in white.
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7

SOSR

Bespoke garments

SOSR offers tailored suits in three successive price and service categories. Starting
with “Individual Line”, followed by “Custom
Line” and culminating in “Tailormade Line”,
the prices range from €198 to €1,000. This
unique store is to be found in Düsseldorf’s
“Schwanenhöfen”, a trendy development of
converted factory buildings.

8

Haberland Art.Antiques

Collector’s paradise

An interior straight out of The Arabian Nights is
the best way to describe the décor in Haberland Art.Antiques. Proprietor Heike Haberland
presents artworks from a wide variety of different cultures and periods. She doesn’t even
baulk at stuffed animals – quite the opposite:
they are some of her favourite items in the
range of wares.

9

SchmuckGut

More precious than

After extensive consultation with the specialists,
customers can have their own unique piece
of jewellery made in the adjoining workshop.
Every item is thus a one-off piece made in precious metals and unusual stones. These specially crafted jewellery items are presented in
an equally special way in the shop window –
on pebbles or plants, for example.

10

Filz – Barbara Kessler

Felted and sewn

Even felt can be elegant, as Barbara Kessler
cogently shows. Besides her own products,
the interior designer also shows stylish creations by other designers. From clothing to
accessories and furnishings right through to
jewellery, this unusual shop with bright furnishings has just about everything your heart
could desire.

11

Mandalay

Fashion is love

“A love story for the fashion-conscious woman” is how proprietor and stylist Nathalie
Flörke describes her boutique. Against its
classic, sometimes Baroque-style backdrop,
every customer is queen and gets customised advice. The advice might even be for
a complete change of look if customers are
willing to follow it.

12

Frau & Fräulein

For shoe-lovers

Shoes are a woman’s best friend. No question therefore of the proprietor of this exclusive shoe boutique being anything but a woman. Judith Schipper’s “Frau & Fräulein” store in
Gerresheim offers fashion footwear for “mother
& daughter” – or, as the store name suggests,
“Frau & Fräulein”. The extravagant but classic
interior should have something to please both.
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Dreischeibenhaus

Other
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8

3
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Name

Outlet type

Address

1

Planet Upcycling

Concept-Store
Upcycling &
Eco-Fashion

Ackerstraße 168b
40233 Düsseldorf (Flingern)
www.planet-upcycling.de

2

Primark

Department type
fashion store
Just opened

Schadowstr. 56
40211 Düsseldorf
www.primark.de

3

Carlsplatz

Market (daily except
Sundays)
THE weekly market

Carlsplatz
40213 Düsseldorf (Altstadt)
www.carlsplatz.net

4

Kö-Galerie

Shopping centre
High quality

Königsallee 60D
40212 Düsseldorf
www.koe-galerie.com

5

Heinemann Confiserie

Confectionary
Chocolate truffles

Bahnstraße 16
40212 Düsseldorf
www.konditorei-heinemann.de

6

Emmas Enkel

Food store
Multichannel retailing

Berliner Allee 56
40212 Düsseldorf
www.emmas-enkel.de

7

Le Freak & Chic

Secondhand-Shop
Treasure chest

Hüttenstr. 57
40215 Düsseldorf

8

Kaiser’s Markt

Supermarket
Latest generation of
Tengelmann’s stores

Niederrheinstraße 84
40474 Düsseldorf
www.kaisers.de

9

Düsseldorf Arcaden

Shopping centre
Very up-to-date

Friedrichstraße 129
40217 Düsseldorf

10

Zurheide Feine Kost

Supermarket
New dimensions of
the supermarket

Nürnberger Straße 40-42
40599 Düsseldorf
www.frischecenter-zurheide.de

1

4
5
6
7

9

10

Street plan: © Stadt Düsseldorf – Vermessungs- und Liegenschaftsamt – Lizenz Nr.: 12 2014.
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Between small-scale and
crowd pullers
Home to some 1 million people, Cologne
is Germany’s fourth largest city. The main
shopping streets of Cologne’s city centre
allow pedestrians to do a circular tour starting from the cathedral. Via Hohe Straße
and Schildergasse, customers’ first destination is Neumarkt. From here, the path
leads through Mittelstraße and onward, via
Apostelnstraße or Pfeilstraße, to Ehrenstraße. This eventually opens onto Breite
Straße, which leads back to the cathedral.
While Hohe Straße attracts young fashion concepts, Schildergasse represents a
more classic consumer venue. Mittelstraße
is the number one location for concepts at
the higher end of the market. Ehrenstraße
has grown into one of the retail streets
with the greatest number of chain stores,
which is proving increasingly detrimental
to its image as a place where the fashionable hang out. Situated between Hohenzollernring, Aachener Straße and Venloer
Straße, the “Belgian Quarter” has a special atmosphere all of its own thanks to
a range of independent and sometimes
extravagant boutiques.

Photo: Peek&Cloppenburg, City centre Cologne
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Name

Outlet type

Address

1

Manufactum

Department store

Brückenstr. 23/
Ecke Herzogstr.
50667 Cologne
www.manufactum.de

2

Peek & Cloppenburg

Department-type
fashion store

Schildergasse 65-67		
50667 Cologne
www.peek-cloppenburg

3

Humanic

Shoe store

Schildergasse 94		
50667 Cologne
www.humanic.at

4

Neumarkt Galerie

Shopping mall

Richmodstraße 8		
50667 Cologne		
www.neumarkt-galerie.de

5

TK Maxx

Off-Price-Store

Neumarkt 8-10		
50667 Cologne
www.tkmaxx.de

6

Globetrotter

Department-type
Outdoor equipment
store

Olivandenhof			
Richmodstraße 10		
50667 Cologne
www.neumarkt-galerie.de

7

House of 4711

Specialist store

Glockengasse 4		
50667 Cologne
www.4711.com

8

Pesch

9

Saturn

Furnishing house

Electronics store

Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ring 22		
50672 Cologne
www.pesch-wohnen.de
Hansaring 97
50670 Cologne
www.saturn.de

1

Manufactum

The good old things

The department store for classic and timeless
things of high quality presents virtually the
entire catalogue assortment on 1,100 sqm in
Cologne. Including Bread&Butter department
and a Manufactum pharmacy. It is located
in the semicircular “Disch-Haus”, dating from
1928, across from the architecturally interesting
museum “Kolumba”.

2

Peek & Cloppenburg

Glass whale

The P&C Weltstadthaus (cosmopolitan
store) designed by architect Renzo Piano
is still a landmark of retail architecture. The
5,500 sqm, long, curved glass façade with
its “wooden bones” recalls a glass whale.
The selling space, which covers five levels,
is flooded with light thanks to the transparent architecture.

3

Humanic

The shoe megastore

3,000 sqm selling area and three levels –
this is the flagship store of Austrian footwear
retailer Humanic. The breadth of the assortment is without compare. It starts with ultratrendy shoes in the low price range, displayed
in cartons on the shelves, and ends with
fancy designer labels in high-class presentations.
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4

Neumarkt Galerie

Reopening

Freshly reopened, Neumarkt Galerie shopping mall sports a new façade, greater transparency, optimised customer flow and a new
mix of tenants in more than 40 retail units.
The façade was renovated with sustainability and ecology in mind in line with current
energy-efficiency standards – and keeping
the ice cream cone on top.

5

TK Maxx

Premium off-price

Despite the wealth of fashion stores in its immediate vicinity, the 3,400 sqm store of offprice retailer TK Maxx has developed into a
mecca for bargain-hunters and fashion addicts.
Prominently situated on Cologne’s Neumarkt,
the store is one of the select TK Maxx branches, with special “contemporary” and “goldlabel” departments.

6

Globetrotter

Adventure XXL

For its biggest store, covering 7,000 sqm on
four levels, the outdoor equipment seller converted a former shopping centre which once
had 60 different shops, giving an elegant elliptical shape to the floors, which are arranged
around a large atrium. A large pool at the bottom is the final touch. An extensive range of
services also is offered at the store.

7

House of 4711

Eau-de-Cologne

Birthplace and home, monument and cultural treasure – since 1792 this perfume house
has been the symbol of the 4711 brand – the
world-famous Echt Kölnisch Wasser, otherwise
known as “Original Eau de Cologne”. The recipe of this classic fragrance is a closely kept
secret even today. The flagship store houses
also a fragrance museum.

8

Pesch

Designer furniture

One of the most prominent furniture stores
in Germany, Pesch offers unusual designer
furniture and outstanding international furniture collections in a showroom right in the
middle of Cologne’s city centre. Over three
floors, Pesch shows the whole spectrum –
from classic contemporary furniture items
to trendsetting innovations.

9

Saturn

With history

TIt was in the historic Hansa Tower, with its
Saturn logo visible for miles around, that the
Saturn, consumer electronics trading company
was founded in 1961. During the 1970s, Saturn
was the first retail store in Germany to offer
a broad self-service. With its separate electronics store and an ever more gigantic CD/
DVD department, Saturn still pulls the crowds.
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Name

Outlet type

Address

1

Vier Jahreszeiten

Organic
grocery store

Herzogstr. 34
50667 Cologne
www.naturkost-vierjahreszeiten.de

2

G-Star

Fashion store

Neumarkt 1B			
50667 Cologne
www.g-star.com

3

Daniels

Fashion
& Accessoires

Neumarkt 18
50667 Cologne
www.daniels-mode.de

4

ELB by Kult

Fashion
& Accessoires

Neumarkt 18A
50667 Cologne
www.elb-fashion.com

5

Apropos

Concept Store

Mittelstr. 3			
50672 Cologne
www.apropos-store.com

6

mymuesli

Muesli boutique

Ehrenstraße 18-26		
50672 Cologne
www.mymuesli.com

7

Simon und Renoldi

Concept Store

Maastrichter Straße 17		
50672 Cologne
www.simonundrenoldi.com

8

Siebter Himmel

Concept-Bookstore

Brüsseler Straße 67
50672 Cologne
www.siebterhimmel.de

9

Jan Kath by Nyhues

Designer rugs

Venloer Straße 16		
50672 Cologne
www.jan-kath.de

1

Vier Jahreszeiten

Organic cuisine

This upmarket bistro and organic grocery store
offers organic food and drink to take away or
be consumed in the bistro area with seating
for around 50 – and all in a crisp, modern interior with anthracite walls and oiled oak parquet flooring. The food range encompasses
some 5,000 organic products, the emphasis
being laid on regional products.

2

G-Star

The art of raw

With its 800 sqm of floor space the brand’s
largest store anywhere in the world, it has a
few special features all of its own – a concrete
winding staircase leading to the first and basement floors, underfloor heating in the women’s changing rooms, a paternoster carousel
with a rotating jeans display by way of decoration, and much more besides.

3

Daniels

Excellence in style

The womenswear branch of fashion retailer
Daniels presents the cream of international
contemporary fashion in an atmosphere of
aesthetic perfection. With its choice materials, quality surfaces and conspicuous detail,
this store is designed to be an oasis of calm
and refined style and a backcloth to exclusive, beautiful fashion.
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ELB by Kult

Details to astound

Every inch of the store’s 1,200 sqm has
been carefully designed down to the smallest
detail and witty presentation ideas abound.
Antlers adorn the ceiling, handbags are
displayed on an old-time carousel and the
mezzanine floors, designed in the style of
mountain huts complete with bearskin and
fireplace, serve as the changing rooms.

5

Apropos The Concept Store

Creative whirlwind

Now internationally established, The Concept
Store by Apropos with its unique mix of special fashion labels, designer objects, books and
cosmetics still never ceases to re-invent itself.
The walk through the magenta-coloured gallery and covered, heated patio complete with
lounge and restaurant into this cathedral of
fashion of more than 3,000 sqm is as great
an experience as ever.

6

mymüsli

Customised concept

A store specialising in muesli is a whole new
idea. mymuesli, formerly only an online store
specialising in custom-mixed muesli, now operates what could be described as “muesli boutiques”. The muesli tins are hidden behind panelling and look as if they are set in the wall with
just the lid peeping out, giving the small and narrow store a neat, unencumbered, pristine look.

7

Simon und Renoldi

Feel at home

The cosy concept store of Olivia Simon and
Leonie Renoldi Stockmann is spread over several rooms of a beautifully restored old building from the late nineteenth century. Young,
trendy designer fashions and designer babywear are complemented by jewellery, accessories, gifts and books. Parts of the furnishings also can be bought.

8

Siebter Himmel

New book area

Siebter Himmel in the Belgian Quarter sets
out to show that when books are shown to
best effect, bricks-and-mortar stores can
work too. The store is made up of seven
individually designed “experience” rooms.
A clever customer flow system stewards
visitors virtually automatically through the
different theme worlds.

9

Jan Kath Store Cologne by Nyhues

A temple to the art

The internationally renowned rug artist Jan Kath
shows and sells his magnificent textile creations in befitting surroundings: the spacious
and brightly lit, almost nave-like room with
more than 200 sqm of floor space and a towering ceiling set off these large-scale, one-off
creations to best effect. The lower floor is a
superbly renovated vaulted basement.

Photo: André M. Hünseler/thinkingpixels.com
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Cologne Other stores

No

Overview
Cologne

10
6 km

Other
stores

Name

Outlet type

Address

1

Kölner Kochhaus

Kitchen equipment
Everything for the
kitchen and more

Breite Str. 2
50667 Köln
www.koelnerkochhaus.de

2

DuMont-Carré

Shopping centre
Repositioning +
uptrading

Breite Str. 80-90
50667 Köln
www.dumont-carre.de

3

Estella Kochlust

Designer kitchen
articles
Gives you an appetite!

Ehrenstr. 15-17
50672 Köln
www.estella-kochlust.de

4

Rundholz

Brand store
Style + minimalism

Venloer Str. 26
50672 Köln
www.studiorundholz.de

5

Herr von Eden

Men’s fashion
Classic with a twist

Antwerpener Str. 6-12
50674 Köln
www.herrvoneden.de

6

Erdbeeren im Winter

Fashion-Store
Select designer
fashion

Antwerpener Str. 18
50672 Köln
www.erdbeeren-im-winter.de

7

Madamme Miammiam

Patisserie
Culinary art, literally

Antwerpener Str. 39
50672 Köln
www.madamemiammiam.de

8

Rheincenter

Shopping centre
Great fashion on
Cologne’s west side

Aachener Str. 1253
50858 Köln
www.rhein-center-koeln.de

9

Rewe

Supermarket
Rewe‘s Green
Building concept

Kölner Straße 26
50859 Cologne
www.rewe.de

Dinger‘s

Garden centre
Plant paradise

Goldammerweg 361
50829 Köln
www.dingers.de
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34 Souvenirs

www.stores-shops.de

www.der-duesseldorf-shop.de

wwww.cologne-tourism.com
www.der-koelnshop.de

Düsseldorf

Address

Cologne

Address

TouristInformation

At Main Station:
Immermannstraße 65b

Köln Tourismus
with Köln-Shop

Opposite to main
entrance of
cathedrale

Düsseldorf
Marketing und
Tourismus

In the old town:
Marktstraße/Ecke
Rheinstraße

Jeck Jedöns

Am Dom,
Wallraffplatz 9

Jeck Jedöns

Berger Str. 11

Ohh de Cologne

Neustraße 47

SouvenirDüsseldorf

Neustraße 47

4711

Glockengasse 4,
An der Oper

You’r
Present-Shop

Airport Arkaden

Römisch-Germanisches Museum

museum shop
Roncalliplatz,
cathedrale
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